
Character Capability

FACT-FINDING COLLATION

Based on research, gather the know facts 
about key actors’ behaviours, needs, 
emotions and contextual circumstances.

POCKET PROFILE

Trust is about leaping into the unknown with 
confidence – with regards to the exchange, 
clarify each actor profile’s primary motive 
and unknowns.

TRUSTWORTHINESS TRAIT IDEALS

Trust is built on our perception of 
four traits: competence, reliability, integrity & 
benevolence. Complete the sentence in 
each quadrant to define your actor profiles’ 
ideals for how someone trustworthy in each 
trait would act.

TRUSTWORTHINESS PERCEPTION

Our perception of others is built on their 
actions, our biases and other sources that 
inform our views. With regards to each trait 
ideal, detail the forces that currently inform 
this actor profile’s perception – for good or 
for bad.

TRUST GAPS & OPPORTUNITIES

Analyse the ideal traits and the actor profiles’ 
corresponding perception.  Prioritise which 
trust gaps should be addressed and which 
trust building opportunities leveraged.

TRUST TRIGGER IDEATION

Use the Trust Trigger Cards to help 
ideate new trust mechanisms for the 
gaps & opportunities.

ACTORS’ EXCHANGE MAP

Sketch a high level actors map showing 
what is being exchanged between key 
actors (e.g value, goods, services, 
information).

What is their main reason for 
engaging with other actors?
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What are the main issues, fears, concerns 
or risks that the actor is not certain of?

“I believe that if   _other actor _  
had integrity they would…

“I believe that if   _other actor _   
were benevolent they would…

“I believe that if   _other actor _  
were competent they would…

“I believe that if   _other actor _  
were reliable they would…

“What informs my perception of  
   other actor’s        competence...

“What informs my perception of  
   other actor’s       benevolence...
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“What informs my perception of  
   other actor’s               integrity...

“What informs my perception of  
   other actor’s             reliability...

Which actor profile will 
this canvas represent? 

Reliability means to perform 
consistently well.

Benevolence means to 
be well-meaning.

Competence means to have the ability to 
get a particular task or job done well.

Integrity means your actions 
align with your words.
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